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ABSTRACT: We present a one-step method to produce air-stable, large-grain mixed
cationic lead perovskite films and powders under ambient conditions. The introduction of
2.5 % of Zn(II), confirmed by X-ray diffraction (XRD), results in stable thin films which
show the same absorption and crystal structure after 2 weeks of storage under ambient
conditions. Next to prolonged stability, the introduction of Zn(II) affects photophysical
properties, reducing the bulk defect density, enhancing the photoluminescence (PL), and
extending the charge carrier lifetime. Furthermore, 3-chloropropylamine hydrochloride is
applied as the film-forming agent. The presence of this amine hydrochloride additive
results in highly oriented and large crystal domains showing an ulterior improvement of
PL intensity and lifetime. The material can also be prepared as black precursor powder by
a solid−solid reaction under ambient conditions and can be pressed into a perovskite
pellet. The prolonged stability and the easy fabrication in air makes this material suitable
for large-scale, low-cost processing for optoelectronic applications.

KEYWORDS: photovoltaics, hybrid perovskite, formamidinium, methylammonium, 3-chloropropylamine chloride, zinc iodide,
chloride additive

■ INTRODUCTION

The rise of the power conversion efficiency (PCE) of
perovskite solar cells from 3.81 to 24.2% in 10 years has
shaken up the scientific photovoltaic community. Break-
throughs in efficiency have largely come from new strategies
to fabricate perovskite thin films. Currently, improving the
stability of perovskite films is a major challenge in the field.2

Comprehensive understanding and control of the inherent
photochemical properties affecting stability of these intriguing
materials are therefore paramount for further progress.3

The chemical landscape of perovskites for solar cells is
limited to basically eight main components: methylammonium
(MA), formamidinium (FA), and cesium (Cs) as monovalent
cations, Pb(II) and Sn(II) as divalent species and chloride,
bromide, and iodide as anions. The intrinsic properties of
MAPbI3 and FAPbI3 prohibit their use as pure materials for
industrial applications such as solar cells, as they do not have
suitable chemical stability due to their phase behavior.4

MAPbI3 displays a cubic to tetragonal phase transition at
approximately 57 °C, and slowly turns white (MAPbI3·H2O)
or yellow (MA4PbI6·2H2O) when exposed to a humid

atmosphere. The FAPbI3 cubic black α-phase interconverts
to the nonperovskite, hexagonal yellow δ-phase in a couple of
weeks in dry air at RT.5

Significant improvements have been observed by mixing
anions or cations. Incorporation of a small amount of bromide
(or chloride) influences the phase changes, while the band gap
remains unchanged, as already reported for MAPbI2.66Br0.34 by
Weber in 1978.6 However, chloride components in the
precursor solutions tend to be mainly eliminated as HCl
vapor (or as CH3NH3Cl) during the annealing step through an
intermediate phase, if excess iodide is present (less than 1%
chloride in the final phase).7

The most recent PCE records were obtained with (FA/MA)
double (22.1 and 20.2%),8 (FA/MA/Cs) triple (21.1%),9 and
(FA/MA/Cs/Rb) quadruple (21.6%)10 mixed monocationic
lead iodide materials.
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So far, Sn(II) is the only divalent metal cation that can result
in semiconductors of a similar band gap and electron and hole
transport properties as Pb(II) equivalent, but it suffers from
rapid degradation due to its chemical instability in air.3

Doping of traditional semiconductors is quintessential for
their application in optoelectronics devices; therefore, it is
tempting to dope Pb(II) perovskite thin films with various
other ions. Monovalent cations Cu(I), Na(I), and Ag(I)11 as
well as Au(III), In(III), Al(III),12 and Sr(II)13 have been
applied as dopants, and more recently Zn(II).14−16 It has been
found that for these materials, small doping levels with respect
to Pb give maximum enhancement of optoelectronic properties
with minimal structural modification. Furthermore, the use of
additives that influence film formation17 is of great importance.
Additives with alkyl ammonium groups have been shown to
influence stability of perovskite materials18 by interacting with
the perovskite crystal surface.
Here, we study the effect of Zn(II) on the photophysical

properties of the mixed cations and mixed halide
(FA0.85MA0.15)Pb(I2.85Br0.15) perovskite thin films made by
one-step deposition in air. In addition, we apply an amine
hydrochloride additive to our perovskite, and its effect on film
formation and morphology is studied. The introduction of
Zn(II) results in a prolonged film stability under ambient
conditions, enhanced photoluminescence (PL) and extended
PL lifetime, without affecting the band gap. The main
challenge for producing perovskite films from a solution is to
obtain a uniform, continuous, and compact layer. For this
purpose, a common and straightforward method is to apply
chloride-based additives. In this study, we apply 3-chloropro-
pylamine hydrochloride (3-CPACl) which allows to produce
highly crystalline, oriented, smooth, dense, and pinhole-free
layers. Furthermore, the perovskite can also be prepared from
our precursors as pellet-able black powder by a solid−solid
reaction under ambient conditions.

■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Materials. Patterned indium tin oxide (ITO, 3 × 3 cm2) with a

sheet resistance of 13−15 Ω/sq was purchased from Ossila. PbI2
(99%), ZnI2 (98%), and 3-CPACl (98%) were purchased from Sigma-
Aldrich. Methylamine hydrobromide (MABr, 98%) and Formamidine
hydroiodide (FAI, 98%) were purchased from TCI. N,N-Dimethyl-
formamide (DMF) was purchased from Biosolvie Chimie SARL.
Preparation of (FA0.85MA0.15)Pb(I2.85Br0.15)-Based Solutions.

MABr ( 0.18 M), FAI (1.02 M) and PbI2 (1 M) were dissolved in
DMF. In order to study the effect of Zn(II), 2.5 % of ZnI2 was also
added (0.025 M). A third precursor solution was prepared including

2.5% of ZnI2 and 2% of 3-CPACl (0.008 M) to study the effect of the
amine hydrochloride additive in combination with Zn(II).

Fabrication and Characterization of Thin Films.
(FA0.85MA0.15)Pb(I2.85Br0.15) films with doping were fabricated on
ITO and quartz substrates, and pure (FA0.85MA0.15)Pb(I2.85Br0.15)3was
used as a comparison. ITO and glass were cleaned by ultrasonication
in water, acetone, and 2-propanol sequentially, dried with air flow, and
UV−ozone treated for 30 min. Before spin coating, a N2 flow is blown
over the surface to remove dust or particles. Without the 3-CPACl
additive, the precursor solution results in a yellow milky solution due
to the low solubility of PbI2 in DMF. To remove PbI2 particles, the
solution has to be filtered using a 0.2 μm syringe filter. Filtration is not
necessary in the presence of the additive. Each of the solutions was
spin-coated on the substrates with a speed of 4000 rpm for 30 s under
ambient conditions (no acceleration factor was applied). The one-step
deposition method with sprayed antisolvent (diethylether, DEE) was
used. After 15 s from the start of the spin-coating programme, 0.4 mL
of DEE was sprayed within ∼0.5 s over the precursor perovskite layer
at a fixed height of 3 cm between the needle tip and the surface. A
metal gasket from an high-performance liquid chromatography setup
was used as a height fixation. After spin-coating, thin films were
annealed at 100 °C for 1 h.

The stability in time of the perovskite layers was measured by
monitoring UV−vis spectra and X-ray diffraction (XRD) after two
weeks under ambient conditions and without encapsulation. XRD
measurements were performed to investigate the introduction of
Zn(II) in the perovskite lattice. The morphology and energy-
dispersive system spectra of the films were characterized by using
scanning electron microscopy (SEM). Steady-state PL was measured
with a home-built setup equipped with a 485 nm continuous-wave
laser as the source of excitation (Pico Quant LDH-D-C-640) at a
power output of 1 mW. Time-correlated single-photon counting
measurements were performed with a home-built setup equipped with
a 485 nm pulsed laser (PicoQuant LDH-D-C-640) with a repetition
rate of 0.1 MHz.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

The enhanced stability of the mixed cationic (FA0.85MA0.15)-
Pb(I2.85Br0.15) perovskite compared to its single-cation and
iodide-based counterparts fabricated under inert conditions
was already studied before.19 In the text, we refer to
(FA0.85MA0.15)Pb(I2.85Br0.15) as the pristine material. Here,
we study the effect of the introduction of a small amount
(2.5%) of the divalent transition metal Zn(II) in the
abovementioned perovskite fabricated under ambient con-
ditions. The theoretical Goldsmith tolerance factor (t) for a
generic ABX3 perovskite is calculated as shown in eq 1.

=
+

+
t

r r
r r2 ( )

A X

B X (1)

Figure 1. (a) XRD patterns of the pristine perovskite compared to the pristine containing Zn(II). (b) Magnification of the two highest diffraction
peaks corresponding to (110) and (220) planes. The shift to higher 2θ indicates the incorporation of Zn(II).
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Here, rA, rB, and rX are the ionic radii for the cation (A), metal
(B), and halide (X) sites, respectively. If the tolerance factor is
in the range of 0.813−1.107, perovskites do form.20 Weighing
the contribution of the two A+ cations and X− anions (15:85
MA+/FA+ and Br−/I− ratio) and the two B2+ cations
(0.025:0.975 Zn2+/Pb2+ ratio), the resulting Goldsmith
tolerance factor for the perovskite containing 2.5% Zn(II) is
0.981 compared to 0.978 for the full Pb perovskite, in
agreement with the smaller ionic radius shown by Zn(II) (74
pm) compared to Pb(II) (119 pm).
The introduction of Zn (II) does not affect significantly the

typical XRD pattern shown by the pristine material which
results in a pseudocubic crystal structure (Figure 1a) as
reported before for this material.8 To corroborate the presence
of Zn(II) in the perovskite lattice, which presumably occupies
Pb2+ sites, the magnification of the two highest diffraction
peaks is shown in Figure 1b. Both peaks show a 0.05° 2θ shift
to higher values, indicating a contraction of the elementary cell
in agreement with the smaller ionic radius of Zn(II). The
(110) peak shifts from 13.89° to 13.94°, while the (220) peak
shifts from 28.09° to 28.13°. As result, the pseudocubic lattice
parameter is reduced from 6.3710 to 6.3474 Å. With Zn(II)
introduction, the material shows improved crystallinity
supported by the full width at half-maximum (fwhm) value
reduction from 0.2799 to 0.1877.
For higher concentration of ZnI2 (5%), UV−vis absorption

measurements indicate no change in the band gap, but the
XRD pattern (Figure S1) shows a stronger PbI2 peak at 12.55°
in addition to extra diffraction peaks which suggest less-
oriented crystal domains and the presence of more FAPbI3 δ-
phase (11.47°, 21.13°, and 30.17°).19

ZnI2 is a very hygroscopic salt, but it leads to higher stability
against environmental moisture when introduced in our
perovskite as Zn(II).
One of the causes of perovskite degradation is attributed to

the oxidation of I− to I2 in aprotic solvent which introduces
deficiency not only in I/Pb stoichiometry as reported for
MAPbI3 but also for other iodide-based perovskites.21,22 For
this process, moisture is essential, and the degradation is
accelerated under various stresses, such as oxygen presence,
light illumination, or applied bias. This degradation starts with
uncontrolled incorporation of moisture during the fabrication,
and for this reason, it is advisable to fabricate devices in low
humidity environment. The use of a reducing agent to prevent
I2 formation was shown by Zhang et al. using hypophos-
phorous acid (HPA) as the additive.23 ZnI2, which is present in

the precursor solution as Zn2+ and I−, is a stronger reducing
agent compared to HPA and reacts with the I2 formed in
solution during fabrication reducing defects in the stoichiom-
etry and leading to a more stable perovskite. The reduced
defect density is also reflected in the enhanced PL shown later
in this work.
The stability of thin films is monitored by comparing UV−

vis absorption spectra and XRD patterns of freshly made and
aged films. The aged ones were measured after 14 days of
storage in a Petri dish under ambient conditions of our
chemical laboratory where the ambient temperature is (21.0 ±
2) °C and the relative humidity (% RH) is 40 ± 4. The pristine
material starts to degrade within the first week showing a
progressive color change from black (perovskite α-phase) to a
complete light yellow color after 30 days (PbI2). This
degradation is confirmed by the enhancement of the PbI2
absorption peak in the UV−vis range (∼550 nm) and the
increase of the diffraction feature related to the (001) plane of
lead iodide at 12° (2θ). The XRD pattern related to the aged
pristine material also shows broader peaks and the presence of
new diffraction peaks due to the reduced crystallinity and less
oriented crystal domains (Figure S2a,b). The degradation is
not reversible, and the perovskite α-phase is not recovered
after reannealing. As shown in Figure 2a, the aged perovskite
containing Zn(II) shows the same XRD pattern as the freshly
made and a slight reduction in crystallinity, visible by the
widening of the fwhm diffraction peak, which is presumably
due to the interaction of the perovskite layer (not
encapsulated) with the environmental humidity.
The absorption, shown in Figure 2b, does not show

significant changes compared to the freshly made film.
Combining these results with the visual degradation of thin
films over time (inset in Figure 2a), we conclude that Zn(II)
incorporation stabilizes our perovskite against environmental
moisture.
A major challenge in the perovskite field is to obtain

uniform, continuous, and reproducible films by spin-coating
deposition with the use of antisolvents. A large number of
pinholes are generated during the film formation, and long
optimization processes dependent on substrates, precursor
solutions, and deposition conditions are necessary before
obtaining appreciable results. In recent years, many works were
focused on finding tricks to circumvent this issue, and most of
the time, chloride-based additives24−26 are applied. Despite the
stability improvement, our thin films suffer of pinholes and
inhomogeneity as shown in the SEM image in Figure S3. As

Figure 2. (a) XRD patterns of freshly made and aged pristine perovskite containing Zn(II). Inset, photographs of the fresh and aged sample are
reported. (b) UV−vis absorption spectrum of the freshly made and aged pristine perovskite containing Zn(II).
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the deposition occurs under ambient conditions without
control of parameters as temperature, humidity, or air-flow, it
was necessary finding a straightforward method to obtain
reproducible and pinhole-free layers.
We found excellent film formation with 3-CPACl,

characterized by a propylic chain at whose ends an amine
group and a chlorine are present. Thus, we introduce 2% of 3-
CPACl in the solution of the pristine perovskite containing
Zn(II). The acidic part of 3-CPACl improves solubility of PbI2
in DMF, as also observed for other additives as HI,27 HPA,23

and formic acid,28 while the chlorine bound to the propylic
chain (acting as a soft Lewis base) chelates temporarily the
Pb2+ atom (acting as a soft Lewis acid) in solution (Figure 3a),
thus aiding crystals growth. We propose that a gradual change
of the ratio of (FA/MA) relative to CPACl during spin-coating
and annealing (Figure 3b,c) induces crystal orientation, while
the additive is removed by thermal annealing, resulting in a
compact and oriented layer (Figure 3d). A controlled ratio
change of similar components was reported by Mitzi and co-
workers with Sn(II) and n-butylammonium.29

Deposition of precursor solution containing Zn(II) and 3-
CPACl results in dark brownish films immediately after spin-
coating, as indicated in Figure S4 which displays a highly
smooth and reflective film with full surface coverage. It is
worthwhile to mention that pure MA/FA−Pb−IxBry only turns
black upon thermal annealing.
As shown in Figure 4a, the 3-CPACl additive induces crystal

orientation and a highly oriented and stable pseudocubic
structure as only the specific diffractions corresponding to
(100) and (200), at 14.04° and 28.24°, remain. To estimate
the crystallite sizes, the Scherrer equation was applied to the
most intense peak (100) in the XRD pattern. The average
crystallite size in the pristine perovskite in the perovskite

containing Zn(II) and in the one containing Zn(II) and
treated with 3-CPACl was found to be 36, 54, and 114 nm,
respectively, indicating enlargement in size of the perovskite
crystallites.
To support the role of 3-CPACl in the crystal growth, the

pristine material containing only the film-forming agent reveals
an average crystallite size of 87 nm, which is almost three
times the crystallite size of the pristine material. A detailed
summary of the calculated fwhm and crystallite size for the
different materials is reported in Table S1. It is important to
note that the Scherrer equation gives a rough estimation of
crystallite size and is only valid for particles smaller than 0.1
μm.
To strengthen the role of 3-CPACl as a film-forming agent,

Figure 4b shows the SEM image of a typical layer containing
Zn(II) and treated with 3-CPACl deposited on ITO. The SEM
image indicates a dense, homogeneous, and pinhole-free layer.
High-resolution images of our films show ∼500 nm perovskite
grains (Figure S5). We note that apparent grain boundaries in
the SEM do not necessarily represent crystal grain boundaries
but could be purely morphological. The SEM images are thus
not contradicting the grain size extracted from XRD.
To verify if the prolonged stability shown by the pristine

perovskite containing Zn(II) is also maintained in the presence
of 3-CPACl, UV−vis absorption spectra (Figure S6) and XRD
(Figure 4a) patterns of freshly made and aged films are
collected. The aged samples were measured after 60 days of
storage in a Petri dish under ambient conditions of our
chemical laboratory where the ambient temperature is (21.0 ±
2) °C and the relative humidity (% RH) is 40 ± 4.
Also, our Zn(II)-doped spin-coated films made with the 3-

CPACl additive remain in its α-phase even after 60 days under
ambient conditions. We correlate the prolonged stability under

Figure 3. Proposed mechanism for additive-assisted film formation. Decreasing of the additive/perovskite ratio during spin-coating and annealing
(a−c) leads to stacking of preformed crystalline units coordinated by 3-CPACl through the Pb−Cl bond resulting in an organized and compact
final perovskite layer (d). The green structure represents the additive which coordinates Pb2+ in the perovskite unit cell.

Figure 4. (a) XRD patterns of freshly made and aged perovskite containing Zn(II) and 3-CPACl. Inset: picture films before and after aging. (b)
Low-magnification (20 000x) SEM image of perovskite containing Zn(II) and 3-CPACl showing a homogeneous, dense, and pinhole-free layer.
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ambient conditions to the combined action of the two
additives: the preferential orientation and the grain enlarge-
ment induced by the film-forming agent reduces the amount of
dangling bonds usually present at the grain boundaries, while
the presence of Zn(II) can passivate Pb2+ vacancies and reduce
the amount of I− vacancies by striking the conversion of I− to
I2 in the precursor solution.
After 60 days, the fwhm is slightly increased from 0.09315°

± 0.0004° to 0.1956° ± 0.0004°, while the ratio between the
(100) and (200) diffraction peaks in the freshly made and in
the aged sample is maintained. The Δ(fwhm) between the
fresh and the aged sample is 0.1612° in the case of the pristine
material containing only Zn(II), and it is reduced to 0.10245°
when 2% of 3-CPACl is also applied.
As result of these findings, we can confirm that the

prolonged stability is preserved and improved when ZnI2 is
used in combination with 3-CPACl.
Although energy-dispersive X-ray (EDX) analysis clearly

shows the presence of Zn, Br, Pb, and I (Figure S7), we find no
evidence of Cl. If the chloride not bound to the propylic chain
of the additive is introduced in the material, its amount is
below the detection limit of the EDX. As reported also by
other works, the chloride introduced to perovskite as the
additive or dopant often disappears during perovskite
formation as HCl or MACl.30

However, a magnification of pristine and the material
containing Zn(II) and 3-CPACl diffraction patterns (Figure
5a) show a shift toward higher 2θ values (14.04°), indicating a
contraction of the primitive cell to 6.3027 Å which can be

related to the incorporation of chloride in I− sites. A summary
of the lattice parameters reported in the text is shown in Table
S2.
The use of a very similar amine hydrobromide additive (3-

BPABr = 3-bromopropylamine hydrobromide) results in a
highly oriented film which shows the same preferential
orientation along the (100) and the (200) plane shown
using 3-CPACl. This corroborates the role of the propylic
chain bound to a halide atom into the crystal growth.
Diffraction peaks show a shift to higher 2θ values for the
perovskite treated with 3-BPABr. In particular, (100)
diffraction shifts from 13.89° to 14.09°, and (200) diffraction
shifts from 28.09° to 28.29°, and the lattice parameter
decreases to 6.2783 Å (Figure 5a). This finding is also
confirmed by the strong shift of the band gap to higher energy,
indicating the incorporation of the bromide in the lattice as
shown in Figure 5b. The absorption edge of our perovskite
containing Zn(II) and 3-CPACl is around 830 nm, in
agreement with FA/MA Pb-based perovskite mostly contain-
ing FA and iodide. The absorption in the 750−830 nm region
shows a significant enhancement, and we assume that the
perovskite surface morphology and coverage induced by the
presence of the film-forming agent play an important role in it.
For completeness, in Figure S8, we report UV−vis and XRD

measurements of freshly made and aged pristine perovskites
treated with only the film-forming agent 3-CPACl. As shown,
the resulting film is highly oriented along the (100) and (200)
plane and 6.3027 Å as the lattice parameter which implies a
contraction of the unit cell. In terms of stability, the material

Figure 5. (a) XRD pattern magnification for the (100) and (200) of the pristine material, pristine containing Zn(II) and 3-CPACl, and the one
containing Zn(II) and 3-BPABr. (b) UV−vis of the pristine material, the perovskite containing Zn(II) and treated with 3-BPABr and 3-CPACl.

Figure 6. (a) Steady-state PL of the three compositions explored. The excitation wavelength used is 485 nm. (b). Time-resolved PL decay of the
three compositions used with a excitation wavelength at 485 nm and 0.1 MHz excitation frequency.
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containing only 3-CPACl is stable after 60 days of exposure at
ambient conditions, but it is only with a combination of the
two additives that better results are achieved.
The stable, doped perovskite containing Zn(II) and 3-

CPACl can alternatively be fabricated by a solid−solid
reaction. The solid−solid reaction by grinding also works for
other perovskite materials31 (without additives or dopants)
and pressing these materials into pellets32 (or perovskite
wafers)33 has been applied before. Mixing the precursor
components (PbI2, FAI, MABr, ZnI2, and CPACl) in a vial by
shaking induces the reaction turning the material partly
brown/black. The reaction can be completed by grinding in
a marble mortar under ambient conditions, yielding a black
material (Figure S9). This indicates that the perovskite α-phase
is thermodynamically favorable for this composition, also in
agreement with the phase stability that we observe for the final
perovskite. By using a simple KBr press, the material can be
turned into a perovskite pellet (see SI for procedure) that can
undergo the same annealing procedure as the thin films.
We use the steady-state PL intensity to study the optical

quality of our films and correlate the introduction of Zn(II)
and 3-CPACl with photophysical properties of the film. PL
data are normalized for the fraction of absorbed photons at 485
nm (excitation wavelength) to account for any differences in
the absorption of the materials at that excitation wavelength.
Relative to spin-coated layers of pristine perovskite made and
measured under the same conditions, the emission intensity of
the films containing Zn(II) incorporation is dramatically
enhanced by an order of magnitude and including 2% of 3-
CPACl, the intensity is even more boosted (Figure 6a and
Table S2 for details). This implies that nonradiative
recombination in the perovskite layer has been significantly
suppressed.
In addition, the PL peak position set at 1.55 eV does not

show a substantial shift for all the compositions except for the
one containing only the film-forming agent 3-CPACl which
shows a peak at 1.56 eV. Although it is not a significant shift,
this might be due to the presence of a small amount of chloride
in the crystal lattice. The improved stability, as a result of
noteworthy improvement of the quality of the films obtained,
is reflected in the photophysical properties as well.
Time-resolved PL (TRPL) was carried out to elucidate how

the charge carrier dynamics of the pristine material changes
with the introduction of Zn(II) and 3-CPACl. The samples
were excited with a 485 nm pulsed laser with a repetition rate
of 0.1 MHz. TRPL decay traces are fitted using a stretched

monoexponential function = + ∑ τ− β
f t y A( ) ei

t
0

( / )1 where Ai

is the amplitude, τ1 is the time constant, and β is the stretch
factor ranging between 0 and 1. Our motivation to apply a
stretched monoexponential function to these decays is that this
model is appropriate to describe the decay in heterogeneous
materials, showing monomolecular recombination distribu-
tions which have already been observed not only in spatially
resolved PL works for MAPbI3 films34−36 but also for
MAPbBr3.

37 Such effects can be induced by differences in
local material properties. Although the origin of these
heterogeneities and their effects on charge dynamics are still
unknown, this is beyond the scope of our work.
The lifetime is found to be 588 ns for the pristine material,

634 ns when only Zn(II) is incorporated, and 1547 ns when
the film-forming 3-CPACl is applied in addition to Zn(II).

This behavior is in agreement with the passivation mechanism
of defects.
Point defects such as vacancies (VB

2+, VA
+, and VX

−) and
interstitials are dominant defects in ABX3 perovskite.38

Zinc(II) has a smaller ionic radius compared to Pb(II) and,
as it is incorporated in the crystal lattice, fits in VPb or
interstitial sites to passivate defects. It might also be possible
that the decreases in the bulk defect density is a consequence
of the increase of the formation energy of defects.
Furthermore, the reduction of grain boundaries due to grain
enlargement induced by 3-CPACl reduce the amount of
dangling bonds, which are usually present in those regions,
improving the overall quality of the film.

■ SUMMARY
We have shown that mixed FA/MA cations and mixed halide
(Br/I) lead perovskite for solar cells, fabricated under ambient
conditions, can be stabilized by the introduction of 2.5% of
ZnI2. By XRD, Zn(II) is proven to be incorporated in the
perovskite structure despite its smaller ionic radius compared
to Pb(II). UV−vis and XRD comparison of freshly made and
aged samples containing Zn(II) show the same behavior after
14 days of storage under ambient conditions (60 days with
CPACl). The incorporation of Zn(II) affects also photo-
physical properties of the perovskite as the PL emission is
enhanced one order of magnitude in agreement with the
passivation mechanism of defects and the lifetime is prolonged
from 588 ns (for the pristine material) to 634 ns. In addition,
to obtain dense, pinhole-free layers, we applied an amine
hydrochloride additive, 3-CPACl. The introduction of this
alkylammonium additive in the precursor solution results in a
straightforward method to obtain reproducible and highly
crystalline-oriented layers along the (100) and (200) crystallo-
graphic direction. Larger grains, homogeneous, and more
compact layers are also observed in SEM images. Using Zn(II)
and 3-CPACl in combination, the PL is enhanced with respect
to the composition containing only Zn(II) and the lifetime
extended to 1547 ns. Zn(II) is an effective isovalent dopant.
The lattice contraction induced by the smaller zinc ion reduces
the amount of point defects (atomic vacancies) by strain
release and thereby enhances the PL lifetime. The combined
effects of the alkylammonium additive and Zn(II) ions strongly
reduce the amount of defect states (trap states that induce PL
quenching and non-raditive charge loss in devices). We want
to highlight the intriguing effect of including a transition metal
as Zn(II) in the perovskite lattice also for perovskite fabricated
under ambient conditions. Further work is needed to optimize
the device interfaces and architecture to obtain more efficient
solar cells under ambient conditions. We are optimistic that the
one-step fabrication in air, together with the excellent stability
enhanced by incorporation of Zn(II) and 3-CPACl, will spark
these optimization efforts. A review on the effects of Zn(II) in
perovskites is now available.39
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